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Abstract. The article is about the contemporary Mongolia — China relationship. The main 

focus is on how the existing problems in bilateral relations are interpreted in Mongolian 

society. There is an emphasis on the civilizational features of China as a source of threats 

to Mongolia's security. Thus it interrupts the objective solution of crucial problems in the 

economic and social spheres of relations. 
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Abstract. The presented work is devoted to the study of the influence of such a form of 

relationship as a triangle on the behavior of states and their interaction within the frame-

work of a tripartite format. The relevance of this topic is due to the dominant position of 

the United States in the world, as well as the growing role in the system of international 

relations of two Asian giants, China and India, capable in the 21st century toconfront 

Western countries in the international arena. The role of the China–India–USA strategic 

triangle — key players in the world political arena — will increase in the near future. Us-

ing the example of the interaction of the three states of the People's Republic of China, the 

Republic of India and the United States of America, the study examines and analyzes the 

main principles of the successful coordination of the three sides in the triangle: balance of 

power, refraining, and security. The main conclusion of the presented study is the im-

portance of maintaining a balance in the strategic triangle "China-India-USA", since the 

aforementioned countries occupy important positions in the main areas of international re-

lations: economy and security, the world order in the Asia-Pacific region depends on them. 
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